DOUBLE CORD CHAPLET
Double cording of beads is a stringing method that has been used through the ages
for many purposes. Sometimes this was done to create a counter as the beads can
be moved to along the “ladder” leaving a gap between groups of beads and remain
in position until moved again. In the Catholic Church this method of beading was
popular on the Continent to create a bead ladder, often with a Saints medal attached
rather than a crucifix, on which children could count their good works or small sacrifices for Jesus. As the 5 decade rosary educated children in prayer, the bead ladder
gave the practise of charity. In some parts of the world the bead ladder is still used in
this way but it is more often used to create a Rosary bracelet or a decade attached to a ring or mobile phone. When
attached to a ring, the full 5 decades of a mystery of the
Rosary can be counted by moving the ring from one finger
to another on one hand. Using a ring with a decade attached in this way comes from the Irish Penal Rosary.
When rosaries had to be small and hidden.

YOU WILL NEED
•
•
•
•
•
•

10 large hole beads (Drill holes need to be large enough to allow two strings of your cord to
pass easily).
Cord (about 1 meters)
Ring (We have used a 25mm split ring, often used for key rings)
Crucifix
Nail varnish or fabric glue
Large eye needle or umbrella wire.

METHOD
1.
2.
3.

Dip both ends of the cord in nail varnish or cover in fabric glue and allow to dry.
Attach the ring. Fold the cord in half, pass the loop of the fold through the ring and pull the
two ends two end through the loop. Pull the two end tight.
Pass both ends of the cord in opposite directions, through the first bead.

4. Pull the cord ends through until the bead sits close to, but not tightly
against the ring. (It is important that the cords are even and the bead sits
straight in relation to the ring).

5. Continue adding beads in this way until all 10 beads have been
added leaving a gap of about one bead width within the row.

6. Attach the Crucifix.
•
Remove any jump ring provided by the manufactures.
•
Pass one cord end through the Crucifix loop.
•
Make a barrel knot (If using a large eye needle this is explained in cord rosary instructions.
Instructions here are for umbrella wire).

•
•

HOW TO MAKE THE KNOT USING UMBRELLA WIRE
Hold together the umbrella wire, cord B and cord C.
Beginning at the bead end. wrap cord A from the crucifix around the umbrella wire, holding all three cords against the wire and making sure cord A crosses over itself in this first
loop.
A

C
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•

Wrap cord A around the wire and two cords 5 more times.

•

Pass the end of cord A through the groove of the
umbrella wire in the direction shown.

•

Remove the umbrella wire holding the coil of cord between your thumb and index finger.
To tighten the knot, roll the coil between your fingers
while pulling on the knot ends gently.
When the coil is tight, pull the cord ends firmly.

•
•

•

Cut the ends of cord A and C close to the barrel of the
knot.

